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Since the first demonstrations of 1D and 2D accelerating Airy beams [1,2], studies on the family of abruptly autofocusing (AAF) beams started to draw much attention in the nonlinear optics community. Shortly after the prediction of the radially symmetric Airy beam (ring Airy) in 2010 [3], its unusual properties, such as the ability to autofocus with a parabolic trajectory and to abruptly increase the maximum intensity at the focus by orders of magnitude, were experimentally observed [4]. At the same time, a new family of (2 + 1)D AAF beams with pre-engineered arbitrary focusing caustics was introduced by Chremmos et al. [5]. A wide range of possible applications, such as medical laser treatment, microparticle trapping, and temporal cloaking, were discussed in numerous reports [5–7].

The nonlinear propagations of novel beams other than Gaussian is always an area of interest for filamentation researchers [8–10]. The use of these beams not only helps design the spatial profile of the plasma, but also enables various broadband radiations from the plasma, such as supercontinuum radiation [11] or terahertz (THz) radiation [12], giving hope to multiple remote-spectroscopy applications [13]. For the AAF beams, the nonlinear propagations were already observed in fused silica [14], but experimental results in air have yet to be demonstrated.

One of the many promising applications of air-plasma is to serve as an intense broadband tabletop THz source. Single-color plasma was first reported to generate THz radiation by Hamster et al. [15]. Later, it was proved to be several orders of magnitudes more efficient if two-color (fundamental and the second harmonic) plasma is used [16]. Using different plasma parameters to improve generation efficiency is a new area of interest for numerous research groups [17,18]. Among those efforts, some have tried tailoring the plasma in different ways, such as creating plasma with gradient distribution [19], concatenating two plasmas into one [20], and putting two filaments side by side [21]. They have found that, with those methods, they can achieve either enhancement or control of the THz radiation from the tailored two-color air-plasmas.

In this work, we investigate the characteristics of THz radiation from two-color AAF-beam-induced air-plasma. AAF beams’ high level of tenability [5], wavepacket stability in the nonlinear regime [14], and robustness when propagating in turbulent media [22] make plasmas induced by these novel wavepackets a promising broadband THz source for THz remote sensing and spectroscopy [13,23], a critical topic for homeland security and environmental monitoring. The AAF beams used in this work were pre-engineered to have the same autofocusing curve as the familiar parabolic trajectory of ring-Airy beams [5].

The measurements exploited a pump–probe THz time-resolved detection system, shown in Fig. 1(a). The AAF beams were generated by sending 35 fs, 50 Hz, 800 nm Ti:sapphire laser pulses to a spatial light modulator (SLM, Hamamatsu
LCOS-X10468-2), with a phase mask exerted. Following an approach similar to that of Chremmos et al. [5], the phase mask consisted of a radially chirped phase distribution \( \phi(r) = C \cdot (r-r_0) \gamma/2 \), \( \forall r \geq r_0 \) and \( \phi(r) = 0 \), \( \forall r < r_0 \), where \( r \) is the radius, \( r_0 \) is a reference radius, and \( C \) is a constant. By blocking the central part of the phase-modulated Gaussian beam with an opaque disk, after some free propagation, a ring-Airy distribution was formed [5]. This method is energetically advantageous compared to a Fourier transform approach [4], since the loss of a large amount of energy in the zero-order was avoided. The Gaussian beams were generated by sending the same laser pulses to the SLM with a plain phase mask. When using the Gaussian beam, the opaque disk was removed from the beam path, as shown in the zoom-in parts of Fig. 1(a).

The experimental setup was designed to compare the THz radiation from air-plasmas induced by AAF beams and Gaussian beams. To increase the intensity enough to generate plasma in air and to precisely position the plasma, in both cases the pump beam was focused by a 100 mm focal length lens, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The focused AAF pump beam preserves the AAF properties, such as the abrupt focusing, except that now the focus is more intense and is shifted toward the laser source. A 50-μm-thick β-barium borate (BBO) was put between the lens and the plasma to create the second-harmonic (SH) generation of the pump pulse. The SH of the AAF beam retains its abrupt autofocusing characteristic, sharing the same acceleration as the fundamental harmonic (FH) [24]. Interestingly, the abrupt autofocusing foci of the fundamental AAF and its SH overlap in space. Detailed descriptions of the lens-focused AAF beam and the properties of its SHs are out of the scope of this Letter and will be addressed in separate publications [25,26]. The pulse energy of the pump beam before the β-BBO ranged from 0.1 to 0.65 mJ. The maximum energy that could be applied was limited by the onset of white-light generation in the lens that would cause damage.

Free-space electro-optic sampling with a 3-mm-thick (110) cut ZnTe was used to detect THz waveforms [27]. A pair of off-axis-parabolic-mirrors was used to collect, collimate, and re-focus the forward THz radiation from the plasma. Fluorescence images of the generated plasmas were recorded using a linear CCD camera and imaging optics.

The fluorescence distribution emission \( F(r, z) \) for various input optical energies is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the figure, from top to bottom, the plasma images are respectively formed by focusing AAF beams with 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, and 0.65 mJ pulse energy. It is clearly observed that the peak intensity of the plasma string shifts as the input energy increases. Also observable is the emergence of low-intensity secondary peaks following the primary focus, as a characteristic feature of ring-Airy beams. At high energy, the secondary peaks are merged with the main peak to a single plasma string. These nonlinear propagation phenomena in air agree very well with the nonlinear propagation of ring-Airy beams in the bulk of fused silica reported in 2013 by Panagiotopoulos et al. [14]. When we compare the plasmas induced by AAF and Gaussian beams [bottom trace in Fig. 1(b)], we notice that the AAF beam induced plasma is significantly longer in contrast to the Gaussian plasma. Not only the length difference is apparent, but the difference in fluorescence emission intensity is also obvious. For example, with 0.65 mJ pump pulse energy, the maximum recorded fluorescence intensity of the Gaussian plasma is 210 times brighter than that of plasma generated by the AAF beam.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the THz waveform and its spectrum generated by an AAF-beam-induced plasma. The signal
was optimized through tuning the relative phase and intensity proportion between the FH (800 nm) and the SH (400 nm) by adjusting the position and angle of the β-BBO crystal. The spectral bandwidth of the detected THz signal is essentially limited by the phonon absorption of the ZnTe crystal.

Because the AAF air-plasma THz source under study shares the same asymmetrical laser field and interaction material with the familiar Gaussian air-plasma THz source, a THz emission process similar to that of a Gaussian source is expected. To confirm this expectation, we measured the THz peak amplitude as a function of the relative phase between the two colors by scanning the β-BBO between the focus and the lens. The scanning range of the crystal was limited by the focal length of the lens and the damage threshold of the BBO. The results are shown in Fig. 2(c). The THz yield modulation is due to the variation of the relative phase between the two colors. The insets give examples of how the relative phase controls the THz radiation waveform polarity. Also shown in Fig. 2(c) is that these data can be fitted using the four-wave-mixing (FWM) model [28] while taking into account how the SH generation efficiency would change as the β-BBO crystal moves closer to the plasma due to the beam intensity change on the crystal. The resulting fitting parameters give a THz yield modulation oscillation period that is consistent with the known dispersion in air [29].

Figure 3 shows the emitted THz amplitude as a function of the input pulse energy. The red dots are the experimental data from the AAF beam plasma, which can be fitted with the FWM model: $E_{THz} \propto \chi^{(3)} \left[ I(1 - bI^2) \right]$ [28], where $E_{THz}$ is the emitted THz field amplitude, $a$ and $b$ are constants, $I$ is the total beam intensity before the BBO crystal, and $\chi^{(3)}$ is the third-order susceptibility of air. The fitting result shows that the experimental data starts to deviate from the fitting curve at around 0.45 mJ and the deviation becomes prominent at 0.55 mJ. This implies that, for higher pulse energies, one should consider the photocurrent model and the intensity clamping in the filaments [30,31]. There could also be contribution from the nonlinear interaction between the beam and the lens that can cost some of the energy. When the input pulse energy is high, some energy hot spots observed on the primary ring of the AAF beam tend to cause white-light generation from the lens.

To better characterize the AAF beam plasma as a THz source, we compare its THz emission with the one from a Gaussian beam-induced plasma under the same experimental conditions.

![Fig. 3. Emitted THz wave peak amplitude as a function of total pump pulse energy (800 and 400 nm). Red dots, experimental data from the AAF beam; red dashed line, fitting of the AAF data with the FWM model; black squares, data from Gaussian beam under the same initial conditions as a comparison. The error bars show the measurement standard deviation of each point.](image)

Figure 4(a) shows the images of the plasmas being discussed below. With a 0.5 mJ input pulse energy, the AAF beam plasma THz waveform measured is shown in Fig. 4(b), whereas the one from the Gaussian beam has noticeably lower amplitude. If we calculate the pulse energy by integrating the square of THz field, the THz pulse energy from the AAF plasma is about 5.3 times larger than that from the Gaussian plasma. The obvious THz yield difference can be explained by the significant plasma length difference [32], as we have qualitatively verified with our interference model [33]. Neither plasma has reached the typical air filamentation dephasing length. If we consider the possibility that a shorter plasma may emit THz with a larger angle [33], which means the THz radiation from the Gaussian beam plasma could eventually be focused tighter than that from the AAF plasma, the real THz yield difference between the two might be substantially bigger than what we measured. Figure 4(c) shows the normalized spectra of the waveforms. The AAF plasma THz emission has a central frequency slightly lower than the Gaussian one, which denotes that the AAF plasma has a lower plasma density [29]. A set of power-dependence measurement data of Gaussian beams is also shown in Fig. 3.

During the experiment, the lens location was optimized for each measurement to avoid the signal discrepancy caused by focus location changes. Moreover, a 2-in. (50.8 mm) diameter parabolic mirror with 3-in. (76.2 mm) focal length was put after the plasma to collect the THz radiation, providing an 18.4° collecting angle, sufficient to cover the emission cone (~10°) from a two-color air-plasma generated by the 100 mm focal length lens [34].

To validate our hypothesis on the reasons behind the enhanced THz radiation pulse energy of AAF-beam-induced plasma and its redshifted central frequency, we performed simulations using our interference model, which is able to depict the THz...
radiation intensity and spectrum of a known plasma [33]. Using the plasma distributions according to the fluorescence images and the numerical estimations of the maximum electron densities for the Gaussian beam (\( \sim 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) and the AAF beam (\( \sim 3 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)), taking into account the detection bandwidth limitation of a 3-mm-thick ZnTe crystal, the resulting simulated THz radiation pulse energy of an AAF-beam-induced plasma is found to be about 4 times larger than that from the Gaussian plasma source. The normalized calculations of THz radiation spectra from these two THz sources are shown in Fig. 4(e), giving the same type of central frequency difference as experimental measurements display. Both simulation results agree qualitatively well with the measured data. In addition, to predict the THz sources’ behavior when using a broadband detection method, such as THz-air-biased-coherent-detection [23] or interferometric detection [29], we also performed a full spectral simulation without the bandwidth limit ZnTe, which indicates that the intensity enhancement and the redshift of the AAF-beam-induced THz radiation would persist regardless of the detection method.

Figure 4(d), which shows the normalized full spectrum results with an inset focusing on the low-frequency region, helps to reveal that the AAF-beam-induced THz radiation spectrum would still have a redshift as compared to the Gaussian one. This spectral shift to the low frequency could possibly benefit the THz radiation enhancement of AAF-beam-induced plasma that we measured in the low-frequency region. Even so, considering that 0.1–3 THz is the most commonly used and more advantageous frequency range for THz time-domain spectroscopy [35], the enhancement we achieved through using AAF beam is still exciting.

In conclusion, AAF beams were utilized to generate enhanced THz radiation from their laser-induced air-plasma, in comparison to normal Gaussian beams. We observed that, under the same experimental conditions with 0.5 mJ input pulse energy, the AAF-plasma-generated THz pulse energy is about 5.3 times larger than that from the Gaussian beam, possibly due to the significant plasma length difference. There is a noticeable change in the THz radiation spectrum between the AAF beam and the Gaussian beam that could be attributed to the plasma density difference between the corresponding plasmas. This unique wavepacket-based THz emitter demonstrates the possibility of AAF beam application in THz frequency remote sensing that will enable a high level of control on the excitation beam. It sets a reference for future work involving using different novel wavepackets to tailor the plasma as a THz source. Systematic exploration of the optimum AAF beam parameters for THz generation will possibly entail a further enhancement of THz radiation. Other families of beams may also exhibit interesting physics in regard to THz generation, such as 2D Airy beams [9] or Airy–Airy–Airy light bullets [2]. As more types of novel beam have been reported, using tools like SLMs or phase masks to sculpt the excitation beams could be a new direction for controlling THz radiation from laser-induced plasma.
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